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DISTRICT SUPERIOR

Dear Donors, Benefactors and Friends of Montfort

Bro. Dominic Yeo-Koh sg
Brothers of Saint Gabriel,
District of South East Asia

It is with great pleasure I send greetings of HOPE to everyone who is reading this
newsletter.
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We started the year with an unknown strain of disease spreading all over Wuhan in
China. Fortunately, the smart move to close borders by the Sabah State government had
managed to contain the disease. But almost without warning, the next thing we knew
on 18 March, Malaysia had imposed a Movement Control Order where businesses and
schools were ordered to close. Everything was at a standstill!! It was like a bad dream
where we woke up to a totally changed world with the word Covid-19 dominated our
headlines. We have never experienced a pandemic of such scale. Interestingly, history
recorded in 1918, about 100 years ago, there was a Spanish flu pandemic which
happened after World War I and it lasted for 2 years.
The Covid-19 pandemic had affected the Institution greatly. It has been very challenging
in terms of its operational difficulties, movements and logistic of the trainees and staff,
and the dwindling source of funds to the Institution’s coffer. Do we have the tenacity
to overcome the current situation? During this period, the word RESILIENCE came
to mind. Coincidently, this word was communicated to the Trainees and staff during
the last General Assembly. It also means having a strong faith in God. Therefore, we
should not give up HOPE that easily as we should be a strong believer that the Lord
will provides. More so in time of adversity, we should be steadfast in our faith and be
strengthened by our deep-rooted belief.
Although 2021 will be another challenging year, we believe in God graces in the forms
of generous donors who continue to see the goodness of what we are doing for the
Youth-in-Need in Sabah. We have had various testimonies that we are imparting good
and positive values to our Trainees and they are well sought after for employment.
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their On-the-Job Training sometime in March 2021. Hence, MYTC is expected to take
in the 2nd batch of Oil Palm Plantation Conductorship Trainees in May 2021, if the
Covid-19 cases are under controlled.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the Board of Governors for their support and
the staff who works tirelessly in this Mission to educate the Youth especially during
this toughest and most difficult time. I pray that the almighty Lord will continue to
bless all of you in your unwavering efforts.
Lastly, I like to wish everyone a Blessed Christmas and a Happy New Year 2021.

TOGETHER AND THROUGH WORK, WE ACHIEVE SUCCESS
“LABOR OMNIA VINCIT”
Frederick Mah
Director
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SPIRITUAL

                         

he congregation of religious communities in the Archdiocese of Kota Kinabalu gathered in Montfort
Youth Training Centre to celebrate the Feast of the Presentation of the Lord on a Saturday of 1st
February 2020. The Mass celebration was presided by the Archbishop of Kota Kinabalu, Archbishop
John Wong.
The 300-congregation comprised of the various Religious Communities in the Archdiocese i.e. FSIC,
Daughters of St Paul, Marist Brothers, Montfort Brothers, De La Salle Brothers, Good Shepherd Sisters,
Clerical Society of the Most Holy Trinity, and the Lay Apostolates of OCDS and SFO, as well as clergy and
parishioners.
Preceding the Mass, the Council of Religious, currently headed by Montfort Bro. Thomas Paul, held the
traditional three-day Triduum, at three different locations namely the Carmel Monastery, Stella Maris
Church, Tanjung Aru and Holy Rosary Church, Limbahau. The focus of this year’s Triduum was to pray for
an increase of priestly and religious vocations in the Archdiocese.
The celebration concluded with a simple lunch reception hosted by Montfort Youth Training Centre after the
Mass at the residential campus open hall together with the trainees of the Institution.

JICA VOLUNTEER FROM JAPAN
EVENTS

                                   

n 13th January 2020, MYTC hosted a Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) volunteer Mr.
Shunsuke Takanami. He visited the Institution together with Ms Noorul Yahaya, the Program Manager
and Ms Kaori Nakayama, the Program Coordinator.
Mr. Takanami started his volunteering work with MYTC the following week under the Motor Mechanic
Department. Mr. Takanami previously work as an Automobile Maintenance in Honda Cars Tokyo Chuo in
Japan.
Mr. Takanami had undergone three (3) months volunteering work with MYTC before his training was
shortened due to the Covid-19 pandemic and was asked to return to Japan on the 22nd March 2020. The
training was scheduled to be for 18 months until August 2021.
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WATOTO CHILDREN’S CHOIR
EVENTS

                   W               

PENTAULIAHAN PROGRAM JABATAN PEMBANGUNAN
KEMAHIRAN - SIJIL KEMAHIRAN MALAYSIA (SKM)
EVENTS

YTC was thrilled to have an
outstanding choir performance
from a group of children, which
is called Watoto Children Choir from
Uganda on 14th January 2020. Watoto
means “Children” in Swahili language.
The choir is made up of children who
have lost one or both of their parents due
to disease and war conflicts. During their
performance in MYTC, they performed a
few songs from their album ‘We Will Go’
and their performance was blended with
full native African rhythms, contemporary
gospel music and creative dance. Watoto
Children’s Choir ended their performance
with a closing prayer led by Mr. Frederick,
Director of MYTC.

                                   

he Panel Penilai Pentauliahan Program Kemahiran (PPPPK) of Jabatan Pembangunan Kemahiran,
Sabah visited Montfort Youth Training Centre on 24 June 2020 for the purpose of renewal of application
for the Refrigeration & Air-conditioning program for two (2) syllabus i.e. ME-020-2:2012 & ME-0203:2012. In addition, for the renewal of a new program accreditation i.e. Light Vehicle Repair Service (G452002-2:2018) under the Motor Mechanic Department.
Two officers from JPK Wilayah Sabah and four technical representatives from the Automotive and Refrigeration
& Air-conditioning industries were amongst the panels that took almost eight (8) hours assessing for the
accreditation.
The purpose of the visit was to ensure all documents related to the implementation of the program syllabus i.e.,
teaching schedule, training hours per competency unit, Written Instruction Manual (WIM) for the entire module,
assessment paper on knowledge and practical assessment, other information review and verification are in
accordance with the National Occupational Skill Standard (NOSS).

gotong royong mytc staff post mco
EVENTS

                         
n 27 June 2020, Mr. Andy Pius,
Assistant Manager of the Skill
Development Campus (SDC)
organised a Day of MYTC Staff
‘Gotong-Royong’ to tidy up and
clean up the Institution compound
both residential and SDC sites after
three month long MCO (prior to the
opening of the Institution). All Staff
participated in the Gotong-Royong
to instill the spirit of togetherness
and team work as well as partly to
get the Institution up and ready for
the return of our trainees.

MONTFORTIAN ASSOCIATES SABAH
EVENTS

                                   

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS FOR PARTNERSHIP AND FOR FORMATION MEETING
| 1 FEBRUARY
Two of our members, Rita Lasimbang and Edmund Wong attended the meeting
in Singapore.

WORLD DAY FOR CONSECRATED LIFE | 1 FEBRUARY, 2020
Members joined the Religious congregation in the Eucharistic Mass at St. Paul’s Chapel on the Hill, MYTC
Kinarut.

EVENING WITH MONTFORT PRAYER SESSIONS
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TOTUS TUUS JOURNEY (TTJ) FACILITATION TRAINING | 29 FEBRUARY

EUCHARISTIC MASS ON THE FEAST OF THE NATIVITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY | 8 SEPTEMBER

A refresher training was conducted for all members on how to facilitate
sessions on Preparation for Total Consecration for the new recruits.

CHAIN ROSARY PRAYER | 28 APRIL
It is the Feast day of St. Louis Marie de Montfort. However, we were unable to gather together
physically to commemorate his feast day due to the Covid-19 pandemic leading to the Movement
Control Order (MCO). Instead, we had a chain Rosary prayer which started from 8 a.m. to 12noon
reciting the Joyful Mystery. Members chose their own time to pray the Rosary from their own home.

HOLY ROSARY ONLINE ZOOM | 13 MAY
MA Singapore organised a Holy Rosary Offering to Our Lady of Fatima online via Zoom from 11-14 May, 2020.
MA Sabah participated throughout the four days prayer and were given the honor to lead the Holy Rosary on
Day 3.
HALF DAY RECOLLECTION FOR RENEWAL OF TOTAL CONSECRATION TO JESUS THROUGH MARY | 20 JUNE

Bro. Francis Xavier Gasper animated this session. The Eucharistic Mass was held
after the Recollection presided by Fr. Andrew Kim, followed by the signing of the
Renewal of Act of Total Consecration to Jesus through Mary by each member present.

Mass presided by Fr. Andrew Kim

DONATION DRIVE ON ADDITIONAL REPAIRS TO ST. GABRIEL’S HOUSE, DONGGONGON | 10 - 14 AUGUST
We have just completed our donation drive among members to raise RM10,000.00 to assist the Gabrielite
Brothers in replacing the heavy gate to a lighter one and installing a remotely operated autogate as well
as re-piping due to concealed pipe leakage.

MA BUNDLE PROJECT | 15 SEPTEMBER - ONGOING PROJECT
This is an activity which was initiated among the members as an exercise in giving away what we own and to
emulate our founder, St. Louis Marie de Montfort on the joy of letting go of our earthly possessions.
We then extended the invitation to our families and friends to donate items which they do not need anymore
and could be given to underprivileged students who have a need for them.
Thanks to our members and friends who volunteered to help to sort the items, we manage to complete them
by 24 October, 2020.
The next phase would have been to distribute them to the designated hostels. But due to the CMCO, this has
been put on hold for now.

‘GOTONG ROYONG’ AT ST. GABRIEL’S HOUSE | 8 & 15 AUGUST
Prior to the Reconsecration of the
Chapel of St. Louis Marie de Montfort
and the blessing St. Gabriel’s House,
we had two ‘gotong royong’ to clean up
the house, chapel and the surrounding
areas.

VISIT TO BONDULU ORPHANAGE, TAMBUNAN | 11 AUGUST
This was supposed to be Lent Almsgiving visit in March, but due to the
Covid-19 pandemic lockdown, it was only done much later. Donation in
kind and RM200 cash were presented to the orphanage.

RECONSECRATION OF ST. LOUIS MARIE DE MONTFORT CHAPEL AT ST. GABRIEL’S HOUSE,
DONGGONGON | 17 AUGUST

MA MEMBERS ATTENDING THE WAKE OF THE LATE DATUK ZACHARY DAVID LIEW | 4 OCTOBER
MA members showed their love, prayers and support for our MA Datin
Dr. Lindai Lee whose husband, the late Datuk Zachary David Liew
passed away on 2 October, 2020

EUCHARISTIC MASS | 21 MAY
Eucharistic mass at the Chapel of St. Louis Marie de Montfort presided
by Fr. Wilfred Atin.

The Eucharistic Mass was presided by Fr. Wilfred Atin. He also conducted
the blessing of St. Gabriel’s House and its surrounding compound.

MA MEMBERS CELEBRATED WITH FR. GILBERT MARCUS HIS 2ND SACERDOTAL ANNIVERSARY | 21 NOVEMBER

SPECIAL PRAYER FOR THE SABAH STATE ELECTIONS 2020 | 31 AUGUST

Eucharistic mass presided by Fr. Gilbert Marcus followed by
fellowship dinner and celebrating Fr. Gilbert 2nd Sacerdotal
Anniversary.

Members and friends gathered together to pray the Rosary for the forthcoming state election.
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news from
residential
campus
                                   
NEWS

INTERVIEW WEEK
Interview week for admission of Batch 22 trainees was held from 2nd – 6th March
2020. A total 95 applicants came for the interview.

SACRAMENTS OF BAPTISM, COMMUNION AND CONFIRMATION
Eight (8) trainees of the RCIA Faith Formation class received their sacraments of Baptism, Communion and
Confirmation on 28th August 2020, at St Augustine Church, Kinarut.

virtual Christmas caroling
EVENTS

                         

his year MYTC annual house-to-house Christmas Caroling has
transformed into a virtual one. Instead of the conventional singing
carols by going door-to-door, MYTC has taken it up virtually with
a twist.
This first ever attempt project entitled MYTC Virtual Christmas Carolling
was an initiative of Mr. Frederick Mah, Director of MYTC and was in
charge and coordinated by Mdm. Meta Melanie Godfrey, Counsellor of
MYTC. This initiative was developed especially for a virtual experience
of our donors, benefactors, supporters and friends of Montfort. Its
adaptation is garnered from the creativity of our in-house talents.
Our Student Affairs Officers, Marcellinus Lachius as the choreographer
cum director and Jeremia Munggin as the audio technician. Our Welfare
& Pastoral Officer, Stephencie Sinik, & IT Officer, Frydolisen Masmin,
as the camera operator, digital imaging technician, photographer
and cinematographer and our Accounts Senior Executive, Eveline
Eduwardo as the singer for duet are amongst the production crew for
this project.

SACRAMENT OF CONFIRMATION
On 30th August 2020, 29 trainees received the Sacrament
of Confirmation at St Paul’s Chapel on-the Hill, Kinarut.
The Mass was celebrated by Archbishop John Wong.
May God’s blessing be upon these soldiers of Christ.

MYTC CHOIR MINISTRY
EVENTS

                   W                

he MYTC Choir Ministry participated in the “Jamming 4 Jesus”,
a Catholic Advent Praise & Worship Online session organised by
the Catholics At Home Podcast.
The choir was led by Mark Jay Aya-ay, an Oil Palm Plantation
Conductorship trainee and comprised of 3 vocalists - Nicky Shane
Guntala, Teltus Tinikon, Watson Maikan and a drummer - Ian Berry
Tok, bassist - Divy Steve, keyboardist - Leonard Francis and guitarists
- Alther Abel and Steven Paul
Together they produced a medley of four (4) songs namely ‘Mamarayou’,
‘The Power of Your Love’, ‘Kemenangan Terjadi Di Sini’ and ‘Dengan
Apa Kan Ku Balas’. Their segment was premiered on 13 November
2020 via the Catholics At Home Podcast Facebook page and YouTube
channel. Catholics At Home Podcast is a Malaysian Podcast, which is
a social media platform that discusses daily issues and trending topics
from a Catholic perspective.
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This virtual production of MYTC Virtual Christmas Carolling involved
an introduction part by Mr. Frederick Mah, the Director and Bro.
Francis Xavier Gasper, Brother of St. Gabriel. The other part consists
of a vocalist singing, an ensemble, an all Boys’ Choir and a Staff and
trainee duet. It took the in-house working committee three (3) months
beginning September to November 2020 working tirelessly, practising,
coaching and choreographing before shooting began. Finally another
round of editing and video compilation before it was completed in a
span of three (3) months.

VISIT BY SABAH NET SDN. BHD.
VISITS

                   W                
s Joyce A Tuining, Senior Manager-Public
Affairs Department of Sabah Net Sdn Bhd
and three of her colleagues visited MYTC on
23 September 2020.
Sabah Net Sdn Bhd has been entrusted with
providing the network infrastructure for the Sabah
State Government and its main businesses are
managing system & network services, security
services and customised web, mobile & enterprise
applications. The purpose of their visit was to find
out if Sabah Net Sdn Bhd is able to assist MYTC
especially in our network system. Kudos to their
CSR effort.
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BATCH 20 GRADUATION CEREMONY
EVENTS

                    W                

he Batch 20 Graduation
Ceremony this year
was celebrated on 4th
September 2020 in an out
of the norm formality due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Instead of a full ceremony,
the Institution celebrated the
graduation in a simple manner
of presentation of certificates
and photography session
among the trainees and staff
with strict Standard Operation
Procedure (SOP) in placed.
The chosen theme for the
ceremony was “Totus Tuus – a
Latin word, meaning “I Am All
Yours” and Bro.Francis Xavier
Gasper, the Spiritual Animator
humbly graced the ceremony.
A total of 75 trainees of Batch
20 graduated with i) 19 from
Motor Mechanics Department,
ii)17
from
Welding
Department, iii)21 from AirConditioning
(Domestic)
Department and and iv) 18
from Carpentry Department.
Each of the graduates received
the Montfort Certificates for
successfully completed their
two-year programme in their
practical training course and
character formation.
Other additional noteworthy
achievements
were
two
trainees namely Billy Presley
Alexius and Fanuel Adellson
Fedlis
from
Carpentry
Department have achieved
Terampil
Cemerlang
(Excellent) and eight (8)
trainees
from
Welding
Department have passed
their 6G welding examination
and they are:

Calvin Dexter Cyriacus
Edte Johannes
Anday Pius
Jerod Yupin
Alexander Petrus
Ferguson S Inansul
Freddy Owen Fredolin
Shafik Redy Bin Sawal
The Staff and some junior
trainees also witnessed two
Most Outstanding Trainee
and Most Improved Trainee
namely
Fanuel
Adellson
Fedlis and Jerod Yupin
respectively presented their
speeches to conclude the
graduation session.

MYTC ON LOCKDOWN
NEWS

                                   

Training camp, Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, Easter Virgil , prefect reward outing, feast day
of St. Louis Marie de Montfort, prefects installation, Montfort Founding day, 13th Blessing of Anniversary
of St. Paul’s Chapel-on-the-Hill. Graduation and new intake of Batch 22 admission had to be postponed.
Finally after three months of lockdown, the Institution resumed operation on 15 June 2020. The Institution
welcomed back 75 trainees of Batch 20 to the campus. Strict Standard Operating Procedure had been put
in place for the prevention of any cases of infection. New norm of operations were in place and all outdoor
activities had to be halted. After the graduation of Batch 20, the Institution also welcomed back Junior
Batch 21 on 17 September 2020. All of a sudden, the junior became senior and the process of passing the
torch was slightly interrupted.

CONDITIONAL MOVEMENT CONTROL ORDER
On 8 October 2020, the country had gone into partial lockdown again due to the spike in Covid-19 cases.
CMCO was implemented.
This round the decision was made to retain Batch 21 trainees on campus. Though the Residential
Campus Staff were required to be on duty full time, strict SOP was carried out and no other outsider or
third party were allowed in the campus apart from RC Staff and Instructors coming in for daily theory
classes. Administration staff was also working on alternate schedule and very little physical activities
were conducted.
As the month of October was instituted to honour the Blessed Virgin Mary in gratitude for the protection
that she gives the Church, the MYTC Staff Club organised a Virtual Rosary Session held every Friday
on 9th , 16th & 23rd October 2020.

MOVEMENT CONTROL ORDER
uring the Movement Control Order (MCO) from 19 March – 15 June 2020 & Conditional Movement
Control Order (CMCO) from 9 October onwards, had been, on a contrary, an eventful affair for
MYTC.
The Institution was busy preparing for its Annual Sports Day scheduled on 14th March 2020. During that
period of time the Covid-19 pandemic had spread to Sabah and the State Government was in preparation
to contain the virus by prohibiting all mass movement and gatherings across the country including religious,
sports, social and cultural activities. The Management had to make a tough decision to cancel the 2nd
MYTC Sports day.
The MCO was implemented nationwide on 18 March 2020. During the implementation of the MCO, MYTC
was in a state of uncertainty due to the unclear instruction whether the 153 Youth in our care were allowed
to travel home. Given the risk of exposure to the virus, the Institution were concerned to send our trainees
out from the campus. At the same time the MCO was calling all businesses, schools including vocational
schools and offices to close. With a heavy heart, the Management decided that all trainees to be sent
home. It was a moment of hesitation, anxiety and unsettled. And so it was, the Institution was closed on
19 March 2020.
In the midst of the MCO, effort was made to continue theory classes online. However, the plan did not work
well as some trainees do not have internet coverage facilities at their remote village. Some managed to
follow through this online class facility which was largely using WhatsApp and Google classroom.
The MCO had affected a few important activities and feast days being cancelled i.e. Prefects Leadership
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IN HOUSE CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
EVENTS

                                   

n the midst of the Conditional
Movement
Control
Order
(CMCO),
MYTC
celebrated
a low-key in house Christmas
celebration with Batch 21 trainees on
14 December 2020 before they were
sent off for holiday.
The celebration was held privately
with in-house 75 trainees and
selected staff due to the imposition
on restriction to have mass gathering
and social activities. After two months
of being confined in the Residential
Campus, the trainees were all
excited and looked forward to have
this Christmas Party.
The evening began with a cake
cutting session for staff and trainees
whose birthday falls in the month
of December. This was followed by
the viewing of the Virtual Christmas
Caroling (VCC) which took three
months to prepare as an alternative
annual door-to door caroling event.
It was an exciting moment for the
trainees to witness themselves
performing in the video recording.
Santarina House Performance and
Challenge was the highlight of the
party. It was exhilarating and hilarious
to watch 7 trainees representing
their House for the competition.
The 7 trainees were groomed and
makeover to be a Santarina. The
campus turned into a house of
thunderous laughter. The rest of the
evening we had Christmas Acapela
and Band Performances.
Another noteworthy performance
was the Christmas Recycling Musical
Instrument performance where the
trainees used household items as
musical instruments. Some of the
do-it-yourself instruments was a
candy wrapper on a comb as a flute,
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aluminium biscuit tin as drum, beat boxing using mouth on the microphone, pebbles filled mineral water
bottle as maracas and glass bottle as xylophone. Other household items used were pail, wok, pots and
pans. They performed two songs i.e. jingle bells and Pake Tome (A Philippines Christian song)
One special activity leading up to the Christmas party was the Christmas tree competition where
respective Houses (dormitory) came up with the best Christmas tree design using recycled materials.
Each House was required to put up a Christmas tree at the entrance of their dormitory for display during
the party. The judging rules and criteria were based on creativity, originality and theme.
It was amazing to see how detailed and unique each Christmas tree was. The recycled materials used
were cardboard, mineral water bottles, newspaper, other unwanted plastic items, bamboo, small dead
branches, dry grass and leaves. It was splendidly creative.
Towards the end of the celebration, there was another surprise courtesy of the staff to the trainees.
The appearance of Santa Claus and Santarina by Mr. Evayner Evans and Ms. Stephencie Sinik of the
Pastoral & Welfare Department to give away Christmas presents to the trainees.
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SAN DAMIANO BOYS’ HOSTEL
BOARDERS

                                   

SENDING THE YOUTH CROSS AND BONDA MARIA’S ICON TO ST. THERESA CATHOLIC
CHURCH, KOTA MARUDU
n 29th February 2020, more than 280 youths of St. Joseph Church, Tombongon, Kiulu gathered to send the
Youth Cross and Bonda Maria’s Icon to St. Theresa Catholic Church, Kota Marudu. All participants came from
four different zones and from 33 different Chapels in Kiulu area.
The program was organized by the ‘Team Pelaksana Belia Paroki – TPBP’ which was led by Mr. Julianis Budah, Parish
Youth Coordinator and supported by Rev. Fr. Eric Jerome Patrick, Fr. Postinus Kurup and the Church Committees.
The San Damiano Boys Hostel(SDBH), Kiulu and San Damiano Girls Hostel(SDGH), Kiulu were also invited to
join the celebration and performed on stage at St. Theresa Catholic Church Kota Marudu. Twelve (12) selected
students and 2 Officers, Mr. Johnny Suti and Mr. Chealwenro Poiman represented San Damiano Boys Hostel in this
celebration.
The program started with a briefing by the Parish Youth Coordinator at 7.00 am where all participants gathered in
front of St. Joseph Hall. The journey began at 8.00 am and everyone safely arrived at St. Theresa Catholic Church
Kota Marudu at 11.00 am.
We were greeted by more than 300 youths of St. Theresa Catholic Church Kota Marudu, who have waited for our
arrival since early morning. Upon arrival, we were accompanied by them to go into the church and be ready for Mass.
The Mass Acceptance Ceremony of the Youth Cross and Bonda Maria’s Icon was later led by Fr. Windigool Runsab
and assisted by Rev. Fr. Jalius Sading and Fr. Postinus Kurup.
The celebration continued with lunch at St. Theresa’s Hall followed by Stage Performance from youths of St. Theresa
Catholic Church Kota Marudu. SDBH and SDGH represented the youths of St. Joseph Church Tombongon Kiulu
by performing four Medley SYD Songs. The youths of St. Theresa were thankful and expressed their gratitude to all
participants for their willingness to co-celebrate the Acceptance of Youth Cross and Bonda Maria’s icon together with
them. The program ended at 3.45pm.

VISITORS FROM PERSATUAN PENGANUT AGAMA BUDDHA TANTRAYANA CHENG
FOH CHONG BENJUE TANG SABAH | 22ND AUGUST
On 22nd August, Mr. Ah Kit and his family members briefly visited
the hostel. They donated various food stuff and rice to San Damiano
Boys Hostel. Due to SOP, Mr. Ah kit and his family members went
back immediately after their donation drive.

MERDEKA PROGRAMMES | 31ST AUGUST
Year 2020 Merdeka Programmes were organized
with three different activities. First activity was
individual performance, which were Drawing and
Coloring. Fourteen boarders participated in the
competition. Second activity was Outdoor Cooking
at Angeline’s Farm. All boarders and staff were
involved in the activities. Third activity was Group
Choir performance, which was carried out at SDBH.

MALAYSIA DAY PROGRAMMES | 16TH SEPTEMBER
Jungle Trekking activity was one of the most highlighted activity by
the boarders as it was very enjoyable, fun and even a test of limit for
some of the boarders, who lacked physical fitness.
The 4 KM route was taken from SDBH – Station of The Cross – Kg.
Borombon Road – Kg. Lopot – Pekan Kiulu – SDBH. The trekking
was completed in two hours. All boarders then continued the program
by having Outdoor Cooking and BBQ lunch at the hostel.

SESSION WITH BRO. THOMAS PAUL | 23RD SEPTEMBER
Bro. Thomas Paul shared his thoughts on the
importance of awareness on the Covid-19 Pandemic
and reminded all boarders on personal hygiene to
prevent the spread of the virus. He also shared about
future life after Secondary School. A few questions
were asked, such as continuing study at university?
Finding a job? And what do the boarders want to be
in 5 years time?
At the end of the session, staff and Bro. Thomas Paul
took the opportunity to have some knowledge-sharing
while having supper at the Brother’s Quarters.

SDBH SPORTS DAY | 22ND FEBRUARY
The event was conducted by the Student Affair Officers at Kg.Tombongon
Field and its aim was to select students to represent SDBH in the MYTC
Sports Day which was held at Penampang Stadium in March 2020.
Twenty-six (26) boarders participated in the field events, such as 100M,
200M, 400M, 4 X 100M, 4 X 200M, 800M and 1500M and thirty (30) boarders
for the Marching Competition, two (2) boarders for Long Jump, High Jump,
Shot-put and Javelin.
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MONTHLY BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION | 10TH SEPTEMBER
Birthdays for the month of October 2020 was celebrated
on 10th October 2020. Boarders that celebrated their
birthdays were Athens Alfred Fred, Wilson Weldary,
Erickson Renn Petrus, Addeeline Martin, Oliver Dominic
and Davebon Daniel Justin
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MYTC STAFF CLUB
STAFF

                                   

MYTC STAFF CLUB CHARITY VISITS
ontfort Staff has always have the heart
of giving back to the underprivileged
community. For that, on 24 July 2020,
MYTC Staff Club led by its President, Mdm
Fanny Kinajil, visited four (4) charitable homes
with cash and donation in kind.
The team was divided in two (2) groups. The first
team visited Rumah Bukit Harapan, Inanam,
a center for orphans who are handicapped
or have been abandoned and Woori Jib St.
Francis Xavier, Potuki, a welfare home for
orphans from poor Catholic families sponsored
by the Clerical Society of the Most Holy Trinity
of Mirinae, South Korea (SST). The second
team visited The Holy Family Residence for
Senior Citizen in Purak and The Light of Hope
Kindergarten of St. Augustine Church.

MYTC STAFF CLUB FUNDRAISING ACTIVITY
“Fundraising is the gentle art of teaching the joy of
giving.” By Hank Rosso.
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, the MYTC Staff Club
organised a fundraising activity to raise some funds for
the Club for its future activities.
Committee Members of the Staff Club sold “Maryland
Crispy Chicken” to staff of MYTC and their family
members. The activity started with taking order from
customers who were mainly MYTC Staff and their
family members. Two (2) days before the big sale, the
committee members got together to clean and marinade
the chicken back quarter to prevent the meat from drying
out and tenderising it to make it chewy and juicier.
On 28th June 2020, the event started early in the
morning with the Committee Members frying the
marinated chicken, packing and delivering the chicken
crispy hot and finger licking good to the customers/staff.
The chicken were sold out that day and it was fun and
exciting. The club managed to raise RM400.00. Thanks
to the hardworking Committee Members for their effort
and all the staff as well as family members for their
support!
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